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Abstract - Achieving an energy-efficiency control and simultaneously satisfying a performance guarantee have become critical issues for cloud providers. The existing work is power saving in Virtual Machine the potential performances overheads of server consolidation were evaluated. In this paper, three power-saving policies are implemented in cloud systems to mitigate server idle power. Three power-saving policies that (a) switching a server alternately between idle and sleep modes, (b) allowing a server repeat sleep periods and (c) letting a server stays in a sleep mode only once in an operation cycle are all considered for comparison. The main objective is to mitigate or eliminate unnecessary idle power consumption without sacrificing performances. A server is allowed to stay in an idle mode for a short time when there has no job in the system, rather than switch abruptly into a sleep mode right away when the system becomes empty. An idle mode is the only operating mode that connects to a sleep mode. Simulation results show that the benefits of reducing operational costs and improving response times can be verified by applying the power-saving policies combined with the present algorithm as compared to a typical system under a same performance guarantee. Our proposed work is concentrated for the decrease the user response time and cost using the request matching algorithm, negate the same user request for repeat.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As cloud computing is predicted to grow, substantial power consumption will result in not only huge operational cost but also tremendous amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions [5], [6]. Therefore, an energy-efficient control, especially in mitigating server idle power has become a critical concern in designing a modern green cloud system. Ideally, shutting down servers when they are left idle during low-load periods is one of the most direct ways to reduce power consumption. Unfortunately, some negative effects are caused under improper system controls. Burst arrivals may experience latency or be unable to access services. There has a power consumption overhead caused by awakening servers from a power-off state too frequently. The worst case is violating a service level agreement (SLA) due to the fact that shutting down servers may sacrifice quality of service (QoS) [7], [8]. The SLA is known as an agreement in which QoS is a critical part of negotiation. A penalty is given when a cloud provider violates performance guarantees in a SLA contract. An efficient green control (EGC) algorithm is first proposed for solving constrained optimization problems and making costs/performances tradeoffs in systems with different power-saving policies.

The challenges of controlling the service rate and applying the N-policy to minimize power consumption and simultaneously meet a response time guarantee are first studied. To address the conflict issue between performances and power-saving, a tradeoff between power consumption cost and system congestion cost is conducted.

An efficient green control (EGC) algorithm is proposed to optimize the decision-making in service rates and mode-switching within a response time guarantee by solving constrained optimization problems. As compared to a typical system without applying the EGC algorithm, more cost-saving and response time improvements can be achieved. The proposed algorithm allows cloud providers to optimize the decision-making in service rate and mode-switching restriction, so as to minimize the operational cost without sacrificing a SLA constraint.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section we consider the existing system design and the proposed system.
2.1 Existing System

The existing design approaches are Power-Saving in Virtual Machine, Power-Saving in Computing Infrastructure.

**Power-Saving in Virtual Machine:**

Considered the problem of providing power budgeting support while dealing with many problems that arose when budgets virtualized systems. Their approach to VM-aware power budgeting used multiple distributed managers integrated into the virtual power management (VPM) framework. By investigated the potential performance overheads caused by server consolidation and lived migration of virtual machine technology. The potential performances overheads of server consolidation were evaluated.

**Power-Saving in Computing Infrastructure:**

The Datacenter Energy Management project was focused on modeling energy consumption in data centers, with a goal to optimize electricity consumption. Their project was focused on collecting data to define basic fuel consumption curves. A Heterogeneity-Aware Resource Monitoring and management system that was capable of performing dynamic capacity provisioning (DCP) in heterogeneous data centers.

**Problem Identified:**

- Power saving in virtual machine is not fully achieved for power consumption in cloud based storages.
- Multi User request in same time not properly response.
- More emission of Carbon dioxide gas due to use of server maintenance.

2.2 Proposed System

Distributed service system consists of lots of physical servers, virtual machines and a job dispatcher. The job dispatcher in designed system is used to identify an arrival job request and forward it to a corresponding VM manager that can meet its specific requirements. A server is allowed to stay in an idle mode for a short time when there has no job in the system, rather than switch abruptly into a sleep mode right away when the system becomes empty. An idle mode is the only operating mode that connects to a sleep mode.

**Benefits:**

- Efficient way of saving the power consumption in cloud based storages.
- Proper response to the entire requested user in the cloud computing process.
- Avoid the over emission of Carbon di oxide gas due to use of server maintenance.
- Practically implemented algorithm and approaches.

3. DESIGN CONSTRUCTION

This Section consists of the following module design are to be explained in this section.

3.1 Generation of Queuing Model

Generally Queue maintains several job request given by the authorized users. The job request arrivals follow a Poisson process with parameter and they are served in order of their arrivals, that is, the queue discipline is the first come first served (FCFS). There may have some job requests that need to be performed serially at multiple service stages. Then, applying phase-type distributions allow us to consider a more general situation.

![Fig-1: Generation of Queuing Model](image)

3.2 Implementation of ISN Policy

An energy-efficient control in a system with three operating modes $m = \{\text{Busy, Idle, Sleep}\}$, where a sleep mode would be responsible for saving power consumption. A server is allowed to stay in an idle mode for a short time when there has no job in the system, rather than switch abruptly into a sleep mode right away when the system becomes empty. An idle mode is the only operating mode that connects to a sleep mode.

**Two cases starting Busy Mode**

Starting a busy mode when a job arrives in an idle mode;
Starting a busy mode if the number of jobs in a waiting queue is more than the $N$ value when a sleep period expires.
3.3 Modeling the SN Policy

According to the switching process (directly to Sleep) and the energy-efficient control (N policy), we have called such an approach the “SN policy. A server switches into a sleep mode immediately when no job is in the system. A server stays in a sleep mode if the number of jobs in the queue is less than the N value; otherwise, a server switches into a busy mode and begins to work.

3.4 Enhance SI Policy

According to the switching process (from Sleep to Idle), we have called such an approach “SI policy”. The step-by-step decision processes and job flows of the SI policy. A server switches into a sleep mode immediately instead of an idle mode when there has no job in the system. A server can stay in a sleep mode for a given time in an operation period. If there has no job arrival when a sleeping time expires, a server will enter into an idle mode. Otherwise, it switches into a busy mode without any restriction and begins to work.

3.5 Formulation of ECG Algorithm

An EGC algorithm is presented to solve the nonlinear constrained optimization problem effectively. Meeting a SLA constraint has the highest priority, followed by cost minimization in deciding the optimal solution (M*; N*).

3.6 Neglect Repeating Request

The multiple users request in add the queue for cloud service provider and response for the based on any one policy. But some time repeating same user and same record in the add queue, slow down the response process and significantly increase the cost. So we can overcome this problem the cloud service provider check the repeat request in the queue using Request Matching algorithm neglect the same request for same process.
4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The system with the SI policy doesn't reduce the sleep probability as the arrival rate increases; hence, it results in higher response times than other power-saving policies with a higher arrival rate.

Chart-1: Response time comparison.
The Proposed power-saving policies can effectively reduce cost, especially when an arrival rate is low. For a cloud provider who focuses on reducing cost, implementing the SN policy is a better choice to deal with a wide range of arrival rates. Benefits when the startup cost is high. As compared to a general policy, cost savings and response time improvement can be verified.

Chart-2: Operational cost improvement rates
Although the general policy tries to keep the service rate as low as possible, it still results in higher cost than other policies, as shown in finally; we measure the cost improvement rates, which calculate the relative value of improvements to the original value instead of an absolute value.

Chart-3: Operational cost comparisons.
Therefore, service rates are controlled at higher values with power-saving policies and their idle times can be reduced by switching into sleep modes. Conversely, the general policy focuses only on a performance guarantee and reduces the service rate as low as possible for the purpose of saving operational cost. On the other hand, since a server switches into a sleep mode only once in an operation cycle for the SI policy, the variation among sleep probabilities is slight as the arrival rate increases.

5. CONCLUSION

To mitigate unnecessary idle power consumption, three power-saving policies with different decision processes and mode-switching controls are considered. A proposed algorithm, ECG allows cloud providers to optimize the decision-making in service rate and mode-switching.
restriction, so as to minimize the operational cost without sacrificing a SLA constraint. To satisfy uncertain workloads and to be highly available for users anywhere at any time, resource over-provisioning is a common situation in a cloud system. That can be resolved by ISN policy. Even though switching between different modes of server system is made easy but the authentication of CSP is provided in future based on Service Rank.
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